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For more information:

Free up your phones
Nokia 22 dual–band PBX terminal.
Straightforward GSM connectivity
for your fixed line system, with
lower calling costs too.

GSM flexibility, for less
Free up your phones

How to cut your phone bills, avoid fixed line installation
delays and make the most of mobile communications –
from within your landline environment.

In the new world of mobile
communications, is your existing phone
system holding you back?
As a budget–conscious small or
medium–size company, you may well find
the high cost of landline-to-GSM
inter–connection charges a serious
problem. Exorbitant rates damage your
profitability and can also discourage you
from taking advantage of the many useful
services now available on mobile networks.
You may also be experiencing difficulty,

delay and expense with installing fixed
lines at your place of work.
Fortunately, we can help – with a simple,
cost–effective solution that will instantly
“free up your phones”.
Business calls, unplugged
The Nokia 22 dual–band PBX terminal
enables you to bypass the landline network
entirely. You can still use your desk phones,
but calls are made over the GSM network.
Mobile–to-mobile calls offer significant
advantages over landline–to–mobile calls:
• Major reductions in the cost
of GSM–targeted calls*
• Freedom to exploit GSM features and
services from your fixed line environment
• A real alternative to landline subscription.
* Subject to operator-specific charges

Here’s your key to the mobile world
Our dual–band terminal is a “one–box”
solution to the challenge of cost–effective
wireless PBX connectivity.
It is easy to install and configure, using
a standard telephone set or optional
software, and connects direct to a trunk or
extension of your PBX. Mobile–to–mobile
service is then instantly available.
It is also the ideal solution for unmanned
connections including telemetry, remote
control, security systems and remote
data retrieval.

• Slash your GSM–targeted
call costs
• Make the most of GSM
features and services
• Avoid delay and expense of
landline installation
• Easy to install, configure
and maintain
• Ideal for data transfer and remote
unmanned connections too
World–beating technology
Our new dual–band HSCSD PBX terminal is
supplied by Nokia – the acknowledged
leader in wireless communication
solutions.
Operating in both GSM 900 and
GSM 1800 networks, our terminal offers
wider coverage and better call success
rate. Audio quality is superior, thanks to
EFR Voice Codec, while GSM encryption
and Auto PIN enables enhanced security.
And where other GSM connectivity
solutions lack reliability and ease of
configuration, ours scores on both counts
with easy adaptation to different
environments and remote management
functionality that avoids the need for
day–to–day supervision.
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Last but not least: the attractively
designed unit itself, at just 100 x 180 x
45mm, needs no cabinet or special
mounting.
Once connected, you’ll enjoy reliable
wireless data transfer at landline modem
speeds, delivering up to 43.2 kbps. As a
result, you can connect to a compatible
computer, via standard RS232 cable, to
enable Internet, computer fax and SMS
(Short Message Service) use.

